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dbramante1928 Oslo - Galaxy S23+ - Black

Brand : dbramante1928 Product code: OSSPBL001749

Product name : Oslo - Galaxy S23+ - Black

Oslo - Galaxy S23+ - Black

dbramante1928 Oslo - Galaxy S23+ - Black:

Oslo is an impact protective flip wallet case made from vegan leather that looks and feels just like real
leather. Unlike many other vegan leather products, this case is made from recycled plastic materials and
is 100% recyclable. With its foldable back, you can enjoy hands-free horizontal video watching.
• Made from GRS-certified recycled and recyclable plastic materials
• Custom-fit slim yet impact protective design
• Compatible with wireless charging
• Slot with space for 3 cards
• Horizontal kickstand function
• vegan leather that looks and feels just like the real thing
• Made without compromise on quality, functionality and design.
dbramante1928 Oslo - Galaxy S23+ - Black. Case type: Folio, Brand compatibility: Samsung,
Compatibility: Galaxy S23+, Maximum screen size: 16.8 cm (6.6"), Surface coloration: Monochromatic,
Product colour: Black

Features

Maximum screen size * 16.8 cm (6.6")
Compatibility * Galaxy S23+
Case type * Folio
Material * Vegan leather
Product colour * Black
Surface coloration Monochromatic

Features

Brand compatibility * Samsung
Protection features Drop proof, Scratch resistant
Wireless charging
Easy to apply
Country of origin China

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
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